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Electronic Game Project Evaluation
Criteria

Level 0
(0% - 49%)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

(50% -59%)

(60% - 69%)

(70% - 79%)

Level 4
(80% - 100%)

Generated several
Considered a
original ideas,
number of ideas
picked the best one,
and developed one
and carried it
well.
through.
Attempted to
Researched the
Researched
Tried to build the
Minimal research or develop a plan, but
ideas fully, made full
Planning
adequately, made
game without a
preparation, plan
lacked research, or
set of drawings,
drawings, divided
(Communication)
plan.
not evident.
didn't divide work
divided the work
the work fairly,
well.
fairly,
The game is
The game is
Game not quite
Game not quite
Project never got off
complete, and
complete, parts fit
Construction &
complete, and
complete, or sloppy
the ground or was
appropriate
very well,
sloppy construction construction
Electronics
only partially
construction
appropriate
methods are
methods are
(Application)
completed
techniques were
construction
evident.
evident.
used.
techniques used.
Successfully and
Uses Illustrator or
Uses few of the
Successfully applies
Graphics are handprecisely applies a
Computer Graphics
Photoshop, but
tools available in
a variety of tools in
drawn or
variety of tools in
demonstrates only Illustrator or
Illustrator or
(Application)
incomplete.
Illustrator or
minimal skill.
Photoshop.
Photoshop.
Photoshop.
Unable to come up
Creativity (Thinking
with any original
& Inquiry)
ideas.

Functionality
(Knowledge)

Game does not
work.

The game is only a
slight modification of
someone else's
concept.

Game functions but Project functions
Project functions
Project functions at
only with constant
but still needs some
with a high degree
an acceptable level
tweaking
minor tweaking
of reliability

Students never got
Teacher was
Troubleshooting far enough with the
constantly consulted
(Thinking & Inquiry) project to
for solutions
troubleshoot it

Aesthetics
(Communication)

Technical Report
(Knowledge)

Project was never
started or only
partially started and
has very little
appeal
The report was not
submitted, or was
not taken seriously

Showed some
originality, but didn't
fully realize the
concept.

Only the basics
were addressed
and project lacks
visual appeal
The report is
incomplete, poorly
written, and lacking
in detail.

Evaluation is based on the steps of the Design Process

Mark

/10

/10

/20

/20

/10

Teacher was
sometimes
consulted for
solutions

Teacher was
consulted for
guidance but not for
solutions

Student completed
troubleshooting
without teacher
guidance

/10

The project is
fabricated with
some attention to
visual appeal

The game has
visual appeal with
understanding of
design principles

The game's visual
appeal reflects a
high calibre design
sense and use of
principles

/10

The report is
incomplete, or
poorly written or
lacking in detail.

The report answers
all the questions
and shows
understanding of
the process.

The report shows
depth of
understanding and
growth in abilities.

/10

Total:

/100

Exploring Technology

TIJ1O0

Report on the Electronic Game Project
To be completed in class on Monday, January 19.
Answer the following questions on foolscap. Each answer should be a paragraph with at
least three sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Explain what you learned about teamwork.
Explain how your design evolved or changed as you worked on it.
Explain why you changed the design.
Was your final design successful? Explain your answer.
How would you improve your design if you had the opportunity to do it over.
Include a schematic drawing of the electronic circuit you used in your game.
Include a drawing of your final design.

